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Exile Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 2nd. 210 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.As much as a Rat s Tail: Korean slang,
invective euphemism- the Insider s guide An irreverent look at Language within Culture Get street
with A Rat s Tail - Learn what the kids are really saying, all the Korean they will never teach you in
class. Korean is rich with the dynamic linguistic expressions and freshly coined language. A Rat s
Tail dives into the intricacies of modern Korean slang introducing the hip, hot, spicy and sexual, the
irreverent and inspiring, the cultural, crass and comical. This is the Korean not covered in the
language books, full of color and infused with philosophy. With A Rat s Tail in hand, you can impress
others with your verbal acumen as you complement their fashion sense, dish out dirty words, or
text up a storm, while you gain insight into the mind and culture of the Korean people. Get the lingo
on: expressions so necessary they re like rice a little something on the side stuff to say (and do)
while drinking spicy language and swearing something...
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A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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